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Abstract—This paper considers iterative detection of bit-
interleaved coded continuous phase modulation in the presence
of both phase noise (PN) and additive white Gaussian noise
(AWGN). The proposed receiver iterates between a detection
module and an estimation module. The detection module operates
according to the sum-product algorithm and the factor graph
framework in order to perform coherent maximum a posteriori
bit detection in AWGN, using a PN estimate provided by
the estimation module. The latter module, which results from
the expectation-maximization algorithm for maximum likelihood
estimation of the unknown PN samples, is implemented as a
smoothing phase-locked loop that uses soft decisions provided
by the detector. The full decoupling between the detection
and the estimation processes allows the use of an off-the-shelf
(coherent) bit detector. The technique is further characterized by
a very low computational complexity, a small error performance
degradation and a small number of overhead symbols.

I. INTRODUCTION

Bit interleaved coded modulation (BICM) is a pragmatic
yet powerful coding technique [1]. Well-known binary channel
encoders are combined with basic off-the-shelf modulators,
with a bit interleaver connecting these two entities. Although
the optimal (coherent) detection of a BICM signal is pro-
hibitively complex, there exist approximate iterative detectors
with reasonable complexity that yield a very good perfor-
mance. Such practical detectors can be derived from the
sum-product algorithm and the factor graph framework [2].
Continuous phase modulation (CPM) is a modulation method
commonly used in wireless modems [3]. It is attractive because
of its high power and spectral efficiency, and because of its
robustness to non-linearities. CPM is also well-suited for use in
BICM schemes; we will refer to the combination of CPM and
BICM as BIC-CPM. In bandpass communication systems, the
presence of phase noise (PN) in the received baseband signal
can considerably degrade the overall performance when left
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unaccounted for. For this reason it must be dealt with, either
by a processing unit external to the detector, or by the detector
itself. This paper is concerned with the derivation of a practical
receiver for BIC-CPM that is able to cope with the presence
of phase noise.

During the last decade, several techniques have been pro-
posed for iterative detection of BICM signals affected by PN
[4-8]. As a matter of fact, in [5] and [7], two different receiver-
shave been proposed which exhibit a very good performance-
complexity trade-off for a small number of overhead symbols.
However, both schemes require a modification of the detection
operation compared to transmission without PN. From an
implementation perspective, it is preferable that the PN is dealt
with by an external processing unit, such that an off-the-shelf
conventional coherent BIC-CPM detector can be used. This
paper proposes a solution in that sense. Numerical results show
that, in terms of packet error rate and as far as our simulation
set-up is concerned, the proposed receiver approaches the error
performance of the close-to-optimum non-coherent receiver
from [5], which serves as a suitable benchmark.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

The following system model is considered. The transmitter
encodes the information bit vector b = {bk} into a vector of
coded bits c = {cl}. This vector of coded bits is subsequently
interleaved and mapped to an N element symbol vector a =
(a1, ..., aN ), with an taking values from the M -ary alphabet
ΩM = {±1,±3, ...,± (M − 1)}. The resulting symbol vector
is then used to generate the complex envelope s (t) of the
CPM signal:

s (t) = ejψ(t;a), (1)

with, for nT ≤ t ≤ (n+ 1)T :

ψ (t; a) = Ψ (t− nT ; Sn) , nT ≤ t ≤ (n+ 1)T, (2)

where n = 1, ..., N . The quantity Sn in (2) describes the CPM
state transition during the nth symbol interval:

Sn = (σn, an) , (3)



with σn an L element vector (σn,0, σn,1, ..., σn,L−1) denot-
ing the CPM state at time instant n and

Ψ (u; Sn) = σn,0 + 2πh
L−1∑
i=1

σn,iq (u− (L− i)T ) (4)

+2πhanq (u) , 0 ≤ u < T.

Here, T is the symbol period and h = K/P is the modulation
index (K and P are relatively prime integers). The function
q (t) is the phase-smoothing response, with q (t) = 0 for t ≤ 0
and q (t) = 0.5 for t ≥ LT . When K is even, σn,0 ∈ 2π

P ·
{0, 1, ..., P − 1}. When K is odd, σn,0 belongs alternatingly
to 2π

P ·{0, 1, ..., P − 1} and π
P ·{1, 3, ..., 2P − 1} . For i > 0,

σn,i take values from ΩM . At each time instant n the CPM
transmission scheme has Nσ = P · ML−1 possible states.
Given the symbol vector a and starting from a given initial
CPM state σ1, the vectors σn, with n = 2, 3, ..., N + 1, can
be computed recursively as:

σn,0 = [σn−1,0 + πhσn−1,1]2π , (5)
σn,i = σn−1,i+1, 1 ≤ i ≤ L− 2, (6)

σn,L−1 = an−1, (7)

where [x]2π denotes modulo-2 reduction of x to the interval
[0, 2π[.

The received complex baseband signal is given by:

r (t) = s (t) ejθ(t) + n (t) , (8)

where θ (t) represents the PN disturbance and n (t) repre-
sents additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) with normalized
power spectral density equal to N0/ (Es/T ); the first term in
(8) has unit power. The PN θ (t) is a slowly varying random
process that can be considered constant over the duration of
a symbol interval. We define the PN vector θ = (θ1, ..., θN )
with θn denoting the value of θ (t) during the nth symbol
interval (nT ≤ t ≤ (n+ 1)T ).

III. PROPOSED RECEIVER

A. Principle

We consider a receiver that iterates between a coherent
detector and a PN estimator. During the ith iteration, the PN
estimator provides an estimate θ̂(i) of the PN vector θ to
the coherent detector. The coherent detector assumes that θ̂(i)

equals the true PN vector; it applies carrier phase correction
based on θ̂(i), and computes a posteriori probabilities (APPs)
of the transitions Sn by applying the sum-product (SP) algo-
rithm on a factor graph (FG). The PN estimator uses these
APPs in the next iteration to compute the PN vector estimate
θ̂(i+1), which is fed to the coherent detector for carrier phase
correction and APP computation. When these iterations have
converged, the coherent detector evaluates the information bit
APPs using the FG framework and outputs information bit
decisions that maximize these APPs.
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Figure 1. FG of p (b, c,a, σ,S |r; θ ).

B. Coherent Detector

The FG that is commonly used by the coherent BIC-
CPM detector represents a suitable factorization of the joint
conditional probability p (b, c,a,σ,S |r; θ ); here, r is a vector
representation of the received signal r (t), S = (S1, ...,SN ),
σ = (σ1, ...,σN+1) and θ is to be considered as a param-
eter (rather than an argument) of the joint probability. This
factorization is given by [5]:

p (b, c,a,σ,S |r; θ ) ∝ (9)∏
k

p (bk) · p (c |b ) · p (a |c ) ·

p (σ1) ·
N∏
n=1

Jn (σn+1,σn, an,Sn; θn) ,

where

Jn (σn+1,σn, an,Sn; θn) = Gn (Sn; θn) I (σn+1,σn, an,Sn) ,
(10)

Gn (Sn; θn) = exp
{

2Es
N0
<
{
zn (Sn) e−jθn

}}
, (11)

zn (Sn) =
1
T

ˆ (n+1)T

nT

r (t) e−jΨ(t−nT ;Sn)dt, (12)

and I (σn+1,σn, an,Sn) equals one when its arguments sat-
isfy equations (3) and (5)-(7), and zero otherwise.

The FG representing the factorization (9) is shown in Fig. 1.
It consists of a set of function nodes (one for each factor in (9))
that are connected by variable edges (one for each variable in
(9)). An estimate of the marginals of p (b, c,a,σ,S |r; θ ) can
be obtained efficiently by passing messages along the edges of
the FG from Fig. 1, from one node to an other. Each variable
edge in Fig. 1 carries two messages, one in each direction; both
these messages are a function of the associated variable. Fig. 2
zooms in on the messages along the lower edges of the FG of
p (b, c,a,σ,S |r; θ ) and introduces the short-hand notations
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Figure 2. Messages along lower edges of the FG of p (b, c,a, σ,S |r; θ ).

fn (σn), bn (σn), un (an), dn (an) and sn (Sn) for the non-
trivial messages on the edges σn, an and Sn. Messages
entering the FG on half-edges (e.g., edge Sn) are identically
equal to 1. The other messages are computed according to
the SP algorithm [3] in the originating function nodes (e.g.,
fn+1 is computed in node Jn); this computation requires
the knowledge of the incoming messages on all other edges
connected to that same node (e.g., computing fn+1 requires
knowledge of fn and dn). Multiplying the two messages on
a given variable edge yields an estimate of the marginal APP
of this variable, within a normalization constant. E.g., on edge
Sn:

p̂ (Sn |r; θ ) ∝ sn (Sn) · 1. (13)

When a FG contains cycles (e.g., between CPM constraint
nodes and code constraint node in Fig. 1) the message passing
is an iterative process and one must decide on a particular
initialization and scheduling strategy. The strategy that is
commonly used by the coherent detector derived from Fig. 1
is outlined in Algorithm 1.

C. Phase Noise Estimator

The PN estimator has to provide an estimate θ̂ of θ
to the coherent detector. Application of the expectation-
maximization algorithm [10] to the maximum likelihood es-
timation of θ would yield the following iterative estimation
process:

θ̂(i+1) = arg max
θ̃

E
[
ln p

(
r
∣∣∣S, θ̃) ∣∣∣r, θ̂(i)

]
, (14)

where

E
[
ln p

(
r
∣∣∣S, θ̃) ∣∣∣r, θ̂(i)

]
=

2Es
N0

N∑
n=1

<
{
e−jθ̃n ẑ(i)

n

}
, (15)

with
ẑ(i)
n

(
θ̂(i)
)

=
∑
Sn

zn (Sn) p
(
Sn
∣∣∣r; θ̂(i)

)
(16)

Algorithm 1 Coherent detector.
COH-1 The downward messages dn (an), as well as the

downward messages along the edges {an} and
{cl} are initialized with uniform distributions.

For i = 1, 2, ...Nit:
COH-2 The CPM-related SISO module successively per-

forms
• a forward recursion from n = 1 to n = N + 1

to compute fn (σn),
• a backward recursion from n = N + 1 to n =

1 to compute bn (σn),
• a computation of un (an), n = 1, 2, ..., N .

COH-3 The upward messages along the edges {cl} are
computed.

COH-4 An appropriate SISO module associated with the
code computes the downward messages along the
edges {cl}.

COH-5 The downward messages dn (an) are computed.
�
COH-6 The upward messages along the edges {bk} are

computed; after normalization this yields an esti-
mate p̂ (bk |r; θ ) of the marginal information bit
APPs. The resulting APPs are used to perform
MAP bit detection.

and zn (Sn) given by (12). An estimate of the APPs
p
(
Sn
∣∣∣r; θ̂(i)

)
easily results from the coherent detector that

operates according to the SP algorithm on the FG represent-
ing the factorization (9) and that considers θ̂(i) as the true
PN vector. It suffices to also evaluate, after convergence of
the iterative process in Algorithm 1, the messages sn (Sn).
According to the SP algorithm, we have, with θ = θ̂(i):

p̂
(
Sn
∣∣∣r; θ̂(i)

)
∝ sn (Sn) (17)

= fn (σn) bn+1 (σn+1) dn (an)Gn
(
Sn; θ̂(i)

n

)
,

where (Sn,σn,σn+1, an) satisfies (3) and (5)-(7). Evaluating
(17) requires only a small number of computations.

D. Proposed Receiver

We recall that Algorithm 1 involves itself an iterative
process. In order to reduce the computational complexity
associated with the coherent detector to converge for each
estimator iteration, the estimator iterations and detector iter-
ations are intertwined [4,8]: the i-th iteration consists of an
estimator iteration (resulting in θ̂(i)) followed by only one
detector iteration without resetting the messages along the
edges of the FG. The resulting receiver operation is outlined
in Algorithm 2.

In order to avoid the multi-dimensional maximization in
(14) that results from the EM algorithm, we use a first-
order smoothing phase-locked loop (PLL) to compute θ̂(i)



Algorithm 2 Proposed receiver.
PROP-1 An initial phase vector estimate is computed.
PROP-2 The FG messages are initialized as in step COH-1

of Algorithm 1.
For i = 1, 2, ...Nit:

PROP-3 One iteration of the coherent detector is per-
formed: steps COH-2 to COH-5 of Algorithm 1.

PROP-4 The messages sn (Sn) are computed;
after normalization this yields an estimate
p̂
(
Sn
∣∣∣r; θ̂(i−1)

)
of the marginal CPM state

transition APPs. The resulting APPs are used to
compute a new phase vector estimate θ̂(i).

�
PROP-5 The upward messages along the edges {bk} are

computed and MAP bit detection is performed.

from
{
ẑ

(i−1)
n

(
θ̂(i−1)

)
, n = 1, ..., N

}
. During the ith itera-

tion, this PLL makes use of the phase error detector func-
tion =

{
e−jθ̃n ẑ

(i−1)
n

(
θ̂(i−1)

)}
, which is proportional to the

derivative of E
[
ln p

(
r
∣∣∣S, θ̃) ∣∣∣r, θ̂(i−1)

]
with respect to θ̃n.

Given an initial estimate θ̂
(F,i)
1 , a forward PLL recursion

computes the estimates θ̂(F,i)
n for n = 2, ..., N + 1 according

to:

θ̂(F,i)
n = θ̂

(F,i)
n−1 + λ · =

{
e−jθ̂

(F,i)
n−1 ẑ

(i−1)
n−1

(
θ̂(i−1)

)}
, (18)

Next, given an initial estimate θ̂
(B,i)
N , a backward PLL re-

cursion computes the estimates θ̂
(B,i)
n for n = 0, ..., N − 1

according to:

θ̂(B,i)
n = θ̂

(B,i)
n+1 + λ · =

{
e−jθ̂

(B,i)
n+1 ẑ

(i−1)
n+1

(
θ̂(i−1)

)}
. (19)

Finally, the nth element θ̂(i)
n of the PN estimate θ̂(i) =(

θ̂
(i)
1 , θ̂

(i)
2 , ..., θ̂

(i)
N

)
delivered to the coherent detector is the

arithmetical average of θ̂(F,i)
n and θ̂(B,i)

n−1 :

θ̂(i)
n =

θ̂
(F,i)
n + θ̂

(B,i)
n−1

2
, n = 1, 2, ..., N. (20)

The latter operation is referred to as smoothing. The parameter
λ in (18)-(19) determines the bandwidth of the PLL: increasing
λ improves the PN tracking capability, but at the same
time increases the sensitivity to AWGN. Note from (18)-(19)
that θ̂(F,i)

n is based on
{
ẑ

(i−1)
ñ

(
θ̂(i−1)

)
, ñ = 1, ..., n− 1

}
,

whereas θ̂(B,i)
n−1 is based on

{
ẑ

(i−1)
ñ

(
θ̂(i−1)

)
, ñ = n, ..., N

}
,

such that θ̂(i)
n depends on all past, present and future observa-

tions.

E. Initialization of PLL Recursions

The forward and backward recursions (18)-(19) of the
PLL must be initialized with estimates θ̂

(F,i)
1 and θ̂

(B,i)
N ,

respectively. We take θ̂(F,i)
1 = θ̂P , with θ̂P denoting the phase

estimate resulting from a short sequence of known preamble

symbols (that precedes the actual data symbols), over which
the phase is assumed to be constant. Hence,

θ̂P = ∠

{∑
ñ

zñ

(
S̃ñ
)}

. (21)

The summation in (21) is over all pilot symbol intervals and
S̃ñ denotes the true value of Sñ, fully determined by the value
of the pilot symbols and by the value of the initial CPM
state. We further take θ̂(B,i)

N = θ̂
(F,i)
N+1, indicating that the phase

estimate at the end of the forward recursion is used as initial
value for the backward recursion.

F. Initialization of Estimator Iterations

According to Algorithm 2, an initial vector estimate θ̂(0) =(
θ̂

(0)
1 , θ̂

(0)
2 , ..., θ̂

(0)
N

)
is needed (step PROP-1) to start the

iterations of the proposed receiver.
A practical way to circumvent this requirement is to replace

the forward and backward phase update rules (18) and (19) by:

θ̂(F,i)
n = θ̂

(F,i)
n−1 + λ · =

{
e−jθ̂

(F,i)
n−1 ẑ

(F,i)
n−1

(
θ̂

(F,i)
n−1

)}
, (22)

with

ẑ(F,i)
n

(
θ̂(F,i)
n

)
=
∑
Sn

zn (Sn) p
(
Sn
∣∣∣r(F )
n ; θ̂(F,i)

n

)
(23)

and

θ̂(B,i)
n = θ̂

(B,i)
n+1 + λ · =

{
e−jθ̂

(B,i)
n+1 ẑ

(B,i)
n+1

(
θ̂

(B,i)
n+1

)}
, (24)

with

ẑ(B,i)
n

(
θ̂(B,i)
n

)
=
∑
Sn

zn (Sn) p
(
Sn
∣∣∣r(B)
n ; θ̂(B,i)

n

)
. (25)

Starting from θ̂
(F,i)
1 = θ̂P , forward PN estimates θ̂(F,i)

n are
computed for n = 2, 3, ..., N + 1 according to (22)-(23).
The quantities p

(
Sn
∣∣∣r(F )
n ; θ̂(F,i)

n

)
in (23) are forward-only

CPM state transition APPs, with θ̂
(F,i)
n collecting the PN

sample estimates θ̂
(F,i)
k for k = 1, 2, ..., n and r(F )

n a
vector representation of the signal received during the first
n symbol intervals, i.e., t ∈ [T, (n+ 1)T [. Then, starting
from θ̂

(B,i)
N = θ̂

(F,i)
N+1, backward PN estimates θ̂

(B,i)
n are

computed for n = N -1, N -2, ..., 0 according to (24)-(25).
The quantities p

(
Sn
∣∣∣r(B)
n ; θ̂(B,i)

n

)
in (25) are backward-only

CPM state transition APPs, with θ̂
(B,i)
n collecting the PN

sample estimates θ̂(B,i)
k for k = n, n+1, ..., N + 1 and r(B)

n

a vector representation of the signal received during the last
N − n + 1 symbol intervals, i.e., t ∈ [nT, (N + 1)T [. A
hard-decision-directed version of (22)-(25) is employed in
the low-complexity A-SISO-sing receivers proposed in [7].
Unfortunately, in general, the forward-only and backward-only
CPM state transition APPs required by (24)-(25) do not result
as easily from the conventional coherent detector as the correct
CPM state transition APPs used in (16), (18)-(19). For a BIC-
CPM receiver to produce estimates of p

(
Sn
∣∣∣r(F )
n ; θ̂(F,i)

n

)
and p

(
Sn
∣∣∣r(B)
n ; θ̂(B,i)

n

)
, it requires the modification of the



detector operation, which in turn prevents the use of off-the-
shelf coherent bit detectors.

In order to avoid this, we will use equations (22)-(25) only
to initialize the receiver described by Algorithm 2. With i=0,
one forward and one backward PLL recursion is performed,
while the data symbols a1, a2, ..., aN are assumed to be
statistically independent. The corresponding FG consists of
the lower part of Fig. 1 (i.e., the code constraint node and
the interleaving + mapping constraint node are removed),
and, therefore, is cyclefree. In this case, the forward-only and
backward-only CPM state transition APPs can be efficiently
computed according to the BCJR algorithm [11]. It follows
that, a forward recursion computes p̂

(
Sn
∣∣∣r(F )
n ; θ̂(F,0)

n

)
for n

= 2, 3, ..., N according to:

p̂
(
Sn
∣∣∣r(F )
n ; θ̂(F,0)

n

)
∝ (26)

Gn

(
Sn; θ̂(F,0)

n

) ∑
Sn−1:Sn

p̂
(
Sn−1

∣∣∣r(F )
n−1; θ̂(F,0)

n−1

)
,

where the sum is over all CPM state transitions Sn−1 that
can precede the CPM state transition Sn (according to (3) and
(5)-(7)). For n=1 we have:

p̂
(
S1

∣∣∣r(F )
1 ; θ̂(F,0)

1

)
= G1

(
S1; θ̂(F,0)

1

)
I ((S1)1 = σ1) ,

where θ̂
(F,0)
1 = θ̂P and I ((S1)1 = σ1) equals 1 when the

CPM state transition S1 departs from the given initial CPM
state σ1, and zero otherwise. Similarly, a backward recursion
computes p̂

(
Sn
∣∣∣r(F )
n ; θ̂(B,0)

n

)
for n = N − 1, N − 2, ..., 1

according to:

p̂
(
Sn
∣∣∣r(B)
n ; θ̂(B,0)

n

)
∝ (27)

Gn

(
Sn; θ̂(B,0)

n

) ∑
Sn+1:Sn

p̂
(
Sn+1

∣∣∣r(B)
n+1; θ̂(B,0)

n+1

)
,

where the sum is over all CPM state transitions Sn+1 that can
succeed the CPM state transition Sn (according to (3) and
(5)-(7)). For n=N we have:

p̂
(
SN
∣∣∣r(B)
N ; θ̂(B,0)

N

)
= GN

(
SN ; θ̂(B,0)

N

)
,

with θ̂
(B,0)
N = θ̂

(F,0)
N+1 . We note that the above recursions are

perfectly compatible with the phase update recursions (22)
and (24). Combining (26) with (22)-(23) ((27) with (24)-(25))
allows the joint computation of the forward (backward) PN
estimates and the required forward-only (backward-only) CPM
state transition APPs at discrete time instant n. Finally, the
arithmetical average of the resulting estimates θ̂(F,0)

n and θ̂(B,0)
n−1

is computed and delivered as the initial estimate θ̂(0) to the
receiver from Algorithm 2.

IV. NUMERICAL PERFORMANCE RESULTS

Extensive simulations have been run to assess the perfor-
mance of the proposed detector. We consider one of the BIC-
CPM schemes that were recently designed in [14]: quaternary
(M=4) CPM with a raised-cosine frequency pulse of length

L=3 (3-RC), modulation index h=1/5 and Gray mapping.
The information bit block size is 1024 and the outer code
is a (64,51) extended BCH code [15,16] with an overall
rate ρ=0.78. Three overhead symbol sequences are included.
A preamble of 30 known symbols precedes the actual data
symbols. A midamble of 30 known symbols preceded by 2
phase normalization symbols is inserted after the first 28 data
symbols. A postamble of 3 known symbols succeeds the last
627 data symbols. The overhead symbols embody about 9 %
of the total burst. The preamble and midamble are required for
timing and frequency estimation. The postamble is required to
increase the a priori information about the final CPM state; this
is vital for the convergence properties of the iterative detection
process. No other pilot symbols are inserted. The symbols are
assumed to be transmitted at a rate of 128 kHz over an AWGN
channel. The transmission is affected by PN with the following
power spectral density:

Sθ (f) =
63.3957

(
|f |2 + 106

)
|f |2

(
|f |2 + 4 · 108

) .
At the receiver side, a maximum of 15 iterations is performed.
The design parameter λ that controls the PLL noise equivalent
bandwidth is optimized to yield a low mean square phase error
for all practical values of the signal-to-noise ratio (Es/N0);
this yields λ = 0.04.

Fig. 3 shows the packet error rate (PER) versus Es/N0.
We note that the power loss caused by the overhead symbols
(about 0.4 dB) is not included in this plot. The performance
of the proposed algorithm is compared against that of

1) The conventional coherent detector with ideal phase
information.

2) The dp-algorithm from [5] with a sufficiently high
number of discretization levels. The computational com-
plexity of this algorithm is significantly higher than
that of the proposed algorithm, but the resulting error
performance is known to approach that of the optimal
non-coherent detector. Therefore, it serves as a suitable
performance benchmark.

3) The A-SISO-sing algorithm from [7]. This algorithm
is only slightly more complex than the proposed one.
However, as indicated in Section III.F, it involves a
modification of the detector operation, which in turn
prevents the use of an off-the-shelf coherent detector.

It can be observed that, as far as this simulation set-up is
concerned, the proposed algorithm performs almost as well as
the dp-algorithm, which serves as a performance benchmark.
The SNR degradation compared to the perfectly synchronized
case is about 1.2 dB at a PER of 10−4. The A-SISO-sing
algorithm exhibits a noticeable performance degradation; at a
PER of 10−2 the SNR degradation already amounts to about
0.5 dB.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have derived a practical PN tracking pro-
cedure that is well suited for application in the receiver of an
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Figure 3. Packet error rate (PER) versus signal-to-noise ratio (Es/N0) for
interleaved serially concatenated 4-CPM with phase dynamics. Comparison
of optimal and suboptimal detection algorithms.

interleaved coded CPM system. The technique combines ideas
from [4] and [9,6]. The resulting receiver is closely related to
the single-estimator versions of the A-SISO detectors for PN
affected CPM presented in [6-7]. However, as opposed to [6-7]
a modification of the detector operation itself is not required,
so that an off-the-shelf coherent bit detector can be used. The
proposed detector yields about the same performance penalty
as the optimal non-coherent MAP detector. The computational
overhead introduced by the PN tracking is negligibly small
as compared to the overall detector complexity and only a
short preamble, preceding the actual data symbols, is required
for initialization purposes. Numerical results further indicate
that the proposed algorithm outperforms the A-SISO-sing
algorithm from [7], which also exhibits a slightly higher
complexity.
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